REMOTE WORKFORCE
PROTECTION

Why is

Protecting your
remote workforce
Important?
When societal disruption occurs, enabling a work-from-home option is essential for
business continuity. But in the effort to keep workers productive and the business running,
hastily extending a remote work option can leave your organization vulnerable in terms of
security.
If there’s one thing we know about cybercriminals, it’s that they don’t hesitate to jump
on opportunities. Scammers can tap into current news and switch gears to leverage any
significant change to their benefit. The risks this brings are further amplified by large
numbers of the global workforce switching to working from home.
The radically changed scale of telework/home office and the heightened scam threatscape
have the potential to multiply the challenges facing enterprises and businesses of all sizes.
Securing access via VPN and leveraging both multi-factor authentication and encryption
are all good moves in helping secure your employees and your critical business data.
However, that still leaves the door open to considerable risks for corporate devices outside
corporate networks and to malware targeted at corporate networks via online channels.
(Malicious email, web contents, social engineering, etc.)
To counter them, we recommend enabling our Cloud Sandbox Analysis add-on – ESET
Dynamic Threat Defense (EDTD). EDTD provides additional protection through its
inclusion in ESET File Security and our Endpoint Protection products, and utilizes a cloudbased sandboxing technology and multiple machine-learning models to detect and block
never-before-seen threats.
Secure your remote workforce and improve your IT security with the help of our
ESET Remote Workforce Protection solutions, which help you guard the company
communications and IT’s perpetual weak spot, the human factor.

ESET Remote
Workforce Offer
ENDPOINT AND SERVER
SECURITY
New generation of ESET Endpoint Protection Platform with strong capabilities in the prevention of
malware, exploits and ransomware. It leverages ESET’s multilayered approach incorporating machine
learning, advanced behavioral analytics, big data and technological expertise.
•

ESET’s Endpoint security solutions leverage multilayered technologies in dynamic equilibrium to
constantly balance performance, detection and false positives.

•

ESET’s File server security provides advanced protection to all network file storage, general servers
and multi-purpose servers. Ensures servers are stable and conflict-free.

•

Maintain visibility and management of on-premise and off-premise endpoints with
ESET Cloud Administrator.

CLOUD-BASED
SANDBOXING
ESET Dynamic Threat Defense is a cloud-based sandboxing solution. It evaluates the behavior of
submitted samples with threat intelligence feeds, ESET’s multiple internal tools for static and dynamic
analysis and reputation data to detect zero-day threats. It provides your company IT Security with:
•

Behavior-based Detection

•

Machine Learning

•

Zero-day Threats Detection

•

Cloud Sandbox

FULL DISK
ENCRYPTION
ESET Full Disk Encryption provides powerful encryption managed natively by ESET remote management
consoles, and increases your organization’s data security to meet compliance regulations.
•

Encrypt system disks, partitions or entire drives

•

Manage from ESET Cloud Administrator.

•

Deploy, activate and encrypt devices in a single action
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SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

protected by ESET since 2017

protected by ESET since 2016

ISP security partner since 2008

protected by ESET since 2016

more than 14,000 endpoints

more than 14.000 endpoints

2 million customer base

more than 4,000 mailboxes

ESET AWARDS

ESET ANALYST & INDUSTRY RECOGNITION

ESET named the only Challenger
in 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Endpoint Protection
Platforms, for a second year
running.

ESET was rated a Strong
Performer in The Forrester
Wave(TM): Endpoint Security
Suites, Q3 2019.

ESET rated ‘Top Player’ in 2019
Radicati Endpoint Security
report according to two main
criteria: functionality and strategic vision.
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